
ABOUT US
Bifarm Tech, Inc. is located in Sunrise, Florida, with teams in China.  We develop

agricultural technologies, and provide soilless solutions that maximize harvest quality and

yields. Our focus is precision high pressure aeroponics with automated environment

managing, advanced computer . Our goal is to change the future of agriculture with more

sustainable grow practices, increased operation efficiency, while increasing plant yields. 

FutureFarm is Bifarm's vision of future agriculture. It is our answer to the challenges

facing the agriculture industry. The measurable goals are: higher yields, better quality,

consistent results, and quicker grow cycles, along with lower operating cost. We are

working with commercial growers on customized FutureFarm solutions.

What is aeroponics?

Plants grown in aeroponic systems have their roots suspended in the air. These roots are

in no way submerged in water or covered by any aggregative medium. The only water

and nutrients the plants come in contact with are mixed in the air in the form of fine mist.

To be considered true aeroponics this mist must be comprised of water droplets of 50

microns or less in diameter.

MISSION 

Advance the way we grow today,

to improve the way we live tomorrow.

FOCUS 

Water & Energy Efficiency

Small Environment Footprints

High Quality Yields

https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/1761/6423/files/Bifarm_Future_Farm.png?v=1601387111


LOCATION AWARDS & NOMINATIONS

1141  Sawgrass Corporate PKWY,

Sunrise FL 33323

Wanjun Gao

South by Southwest Innovation Awards:

Climate, Culture, & Social Impact

Name: Victoria

Email: victoria@bifarm.com

Availability: Monday - Friday

                       9 AM - 5 PM EST

https://www.facebook.com/bifarm

https://www.facebook.com/bifarm

https://twitter.com/bifarm

https://blog.bifarm.com/

https://www.instagram.com/bifarm/

A seasoned technology leader who
loves making things work. Wanjun
founded Bifarm in 2015 and recruited a
team of skilled engineers to join. The
team focused on a technology called
Aeroponics that creates the perfect
conditions for growing plants indoors.

"We dream, we plan, and we deliver."
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